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1. Nuclear Energy May Be Back In Favor…

Growth in demand is forecasted for (base load) electricity throughout the world.

Today, 1/3 of the world’s population does not have access to electricity supply and 1/3 does not
enjoy reliable electricity supply.
The world’s population is expected to reach 8 billion in 2025.
The world’s total electricity consumption is expected to grow by 30 to 100% between 1990 and
2020.

The geography is revisited.

Asia looks very promising (China, India): +2.5-4.4% p.a.
North America (post-elections US) offers some potential for growth.
There are also opportunities in Europe: +1.0-2.0% p.a.

Are the recent changes in the mood vis-à-vis the acceptability of nuclear energy in the
world going to last?

There is a growing concern for protecting the environment.
Increasing gas prices make nuclear more competitive, more “reliable” in the long run.
Uranium is available in large quantities.
Governments emphasize on the need for diversified sources of fuel.
Fresh impetus towards a common approach towards the obligations of the back-end of the
nuclear cycle in the EU.

New technologies are expected to bring additional benefits in the future.
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• Nuclear Energy May Be Back In Favor…
(continued)

On-going projects:

- Finland, Ukraine.

Projects envisaged:

- Bulgaria, France, Romania.

Potential for projects:

- Belgium, Croatia/Slovenia, Czech
Rep., Netherlands, Hungary,
Lithuania, France, Russia,
Slovakia, Sweden, Switzerland,
UK.
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2. But the Days of “Traditional” Financing Are
    Going

A broad range of issues are now faced by governments…
Governments of EU (accession) countries have less room for manoeuvring on
their own in various fields of the economy.
They are faced with tight budgetary constraints.
The combined effects of the liberalization of the energy markets and competition
laws in force in the EU are biting.
The drive towards “value for money” is now gaining ground in new areas of the
economic sphere.

… Corporates…
Formerly State-owned utilities have been (are being) privatized.
Energy companies are subject to more demanding (capital) market requirements.
Few private-sector players in the industry have the financial strength to carry
many large investments on their companies’ balance sheet.

… And power plant projects.
There is a relatively limited number of nuclear plant operators, equipment
suppliers, lenders able to work on a project at a time.
The insurance market has become tighter.
A plant will have to compete to sell the electricity produced.
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3. A Fresh Challenge Needs To Be Met

Government’s involvement is likely to remain strong and comprehensive. It
will not be replaced by “pure” private initiative.

Origins of nuclear programs.
Preservation of national expertise.
Maintaining a degree of independence in sources of energy.
Control of applications of nuclear science (military).

The drive towards (better) “value for money” will lead to identifying areas of
scope which can be tendered – hence a combination of forces from the
private- and the public-sector participants in a project.

Key objectives and trade-offs.
Procurement and contractual arrangements.
Management.

The infusion of private sector participation is leading to a revision of the
approach towards project structuring and project financing.
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4. Revisiting The Financing Assumptions Of A
    Project

Project finance techniques can be used as an anchor to a project’s overall
structure…

Setting up a project company (e.g. SPV).
Balancing limited recourse and choice of project’s contractual structure.
Combining debt and equity financing.

… But testing the merits of some degree of corporate financing is expected
to remain critical.

A case for hybrid financing.

This will lead to designing project structures that will combine the project
stakeholders’ (incl. the Government) expectations of, inter alia, a minimum
return on equity

Leveraging the transaction.
“Optimizing” the equity contribution.

…With a fair, durable and “bankable” allocation of the project risks.

Segregating and allocating risks.
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4.A. Designing An Appropriate Structure

•Planned capacity (MW)?
•Technology, size and number of units?
•Environmental impact assessment?
•Timeline?
•Market outlets (national, exports)?
•Management of the back-end of the nuclear
cycle?
•Costing?

Project Boundaries (Commercial) Structure

•Nature of project vehicle?
•Risk appetite of parties involved?
•Legal/fiscal/regulatory constraints?
•Contractual arrangements (construction, fuel
supplies, O&M, sales, decommissioning)?
•Market conditions?
•…

Shareholding

Government’s Objectives:
•Nature, horizon of involvement?
Relationship with (foreign) investors:
•Project roles for (foreign) investors?
•Exit strategy?
•...

Partnering

•Foreign utility?
•Equipment manufacturer?
•Fuel supplier?
•Large energy consumer (eligible customer)?
•Financial investor(s)?
•Exit strategy?
•...
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4.A. Designing An Appropriate Structure
        (continued)

•Amount of investment required?
•Amount of expenses already incurred?
•Theoretical value of investment already
made?
•Desirable value of investment already
made?
•Recording and carrying of difference in
value?
•Timeline?

Completing the Investment Market Opening

•Impact on restructuring of electricity industry in
the country?
•Impact on liberalization of electricity market in
the country?
•Impact on development of regional electricity
market (country hub)?
•Impact of stranded costs?

Securing Financing
•Nature and extent of Government’s
commitment (support)?
•Extent of support from international financial
institutions (incl. Euratom)?
•Appetite of (foreign) financiers for nuclear
projects?
•Management of risks related to plant
construction? to back-end of the nuclear cycle?

Competing Plants

•Competition from other projects in the country?
•Competition from similar investment programs
abroad?
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```

4.B. Ring-Fencing And Allocating Risks Between
       The Parties Most Likely To Mitigate Them

Power Plant
SPV

Technology

Fuel Supply(1)

Environment

Operation &

Maintenance

Construction
(completion)

Financing
(debt)

Power Market

Electricity
Supply

(contracted)

Legal &

Regulatory

Price

Quantities

Construction Phase Operation Phase(2)

Quantities Price

>2050Today

(1) Including intermediate storage/transportation.
(2) Excluding decommissioning.

Terminal
Value

Shareholding
Structure

Authorizations

Equipment
Supply

```Decommissioning

Safety

Insurance

```Waste Mgt.

```Force Majeure
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4.C. Procuring A Project

Plant Owner

Construction

Fuel

Decom-
missioning

Offtake Plant Owner

Supplier

Sub-contractors

Offtake

Multi SourceTurnkey

Features

Issues

• Limited risk transfer
• Multiple interfaces

• Procurement competency
• Security of supply for fuel
• Step in rights
• [ ]

• Risk transfer
• Generation and trading

separation

• Government’s support
• PPA counterparty
• Competition
• Counterparty risk
• [ ]

Operation &
Maintenance
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Independent
Power

Producer

100% State-
Owned

Company

“Bankability” Sector/market
liberalization

4.D. Contracting – Ownership And Offtake

+

+-

-

Joint Venture
Company

-“strategic
investor”

-BOOT
-BOO

Merchant
Independent

Power
Producer

Tolling
Agreement

Counter-party/
partner risk

Project risk/
cost of capital

+

+-

-

(Long-Term)
Power

Purchase
Agreement

Ownership Offtake
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4.D. Contracting - Fuel Cycle

Mining
&

Milling

Conversion
&

Enrichment
Fabrication Reactor

Services
Nuclear

Generation

Spent Fuel
Manage-

ment

Storage &
Waste

Disposal

Decomm’ing
& Clean Up

Issues • 51% of fuel value
chain.

• Technology.
• Supply.

• Link between reactor
design & fabrication.

• Key to efficiency &
economics.

• Link to back-end.

• Partnering between
technology & civils.

• Construction lead time.
• Proven technology vs.

emerging technology.
• Local spent fuel

management.

• Reprocessing vs.
interim storage
vs. direct
disposal.

• Funding.
• Accounting.
• Liability

ownership,
management and
discharge.

• Contract types
and risk transfer.
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5. Conclusion - Selected Points To Note

Bringing a project to maturity under those “revised” assumptions is likely to
be a complex task for all parties involved, but there is a real potential for an
enhanced role for stakeholders from the private sector.

There is a more realistic understanding about how the public and the private
sectors can work together.

Initial
screening

Definition of

Project objectives
Financial close Plant completion Plant shut down

Pre-feasibility Feasibility

Structuring/

Procurement Construction Operation Decommissioning

Greenfield

     site

•Economics;

•Political buy-in;

•Stakeholders’
commitment;

•EU commitment;

•Regulation;

•Waste
management.

•Key objectives and
trade-offs;

•Market impact;

•Project structure;

•Environmental
impact;

•Procurement
vehicle.

•Competition;

•Financing;

•Contractual
arrangements;

•Licensing & permits
regime.

•Contract
management;

•Licenses and
permits;

•EU compliance.

•Regulation;

•Performance
monitoring;

•Contract
management;

•Refuelling.

•Funding;

•Contract
management;

•EU compliance;

•De-fuelling.

Today >2050
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5. Conclusion - Selected Points To Note
    (continued)

Successfully combining public and private, national and foreign stakeholders
is likely to be a critical factor of success.

The alignment of interest over the long term best serves a project’s business
case.

In that context, a Government’s policies are increasingly under the
spotlight.

Ultimately, a project will happen if it is sufficiently attractive to lenders.
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Appendices

Deloitte - selected experience in the nuclear industry

Your contacts at Deloitte
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A.1. Deloitte - Selected Experience In The
        Nuclear Industry

Government level

Accounting advisor to the UK Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) in respect
of its shareholding in British Nuclear Fuels Limited and the creation of the Nuclear
Decommissioning Authority (NDA).

Corporate level

Auditor to various companies involved in the design, construction and/or
operation of nuclear power plants around the world.

Project level

Financial advisor to Natsionalna Elektricheska Kompania EAD (NEK) in connection
with the economic, structuring and financial feasibility of the options for
completing the partially-built Belene nuclear power plant. (2004)
Financial advisor to Societata Nationala “Nuclearelectrica” - S.A., the Romanian
nuclear electricity company, for the completion of the partially-built third unit at
the Cernavoda nuclear power plant under a PPP scheme. (2004)
Financial advisor to the special purpose company EMO 3&4 set up by the Slovak
electricity company (SE, a.s.) for the financial feasibility study for the construction
of two additional 440-MW units on the site of the existing power plant. (2002)
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A.2. Your Contacts At Deloitte

Bulgaria:
Deloitte & Touche Bulgaria

Boulevard Alexander Stambolijski 55 (7th floor)

Sofia 1000

Anatoli Belchev

Director, FAS

+359 (0)2 980 8500

abelchev@deloitteCE.com

United Kingdom:
Deloitte & Touche LLP

Athene Place

66 Shoe Lane

London EC4A 3BQ

Xavier de Rollat

Principal, Corporate Finance

+44 (0)20 7007 1524

xaderollat@deloitte.co.uk
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Important Notice

This document has been prepared by Deloitte & Touche LLP (“Deloitte”).
The information and opinions contained in this document have been
compiled or arrived at by Deloitte from published sources which we believe
to be reliable and accurate and in good faith, but which, without further
investigation, cannot be warranted as to their accuracy, completeness or
correctness.

This presentation should not be reproduced or distributed to any party
without the consent of Deloitte. All information, opinions and estimates
contained within this document constitute the Deloitte’s judgement as at the
date of this document and are subject to change without notice.

The information in this presentation is supplied on the condition that Deloitte
and any partner or employee of Deloitte are not liable for any error or
inaccuracy contained herein, whether negligently caused or otherwise, or for
any loss or damage suffered by any person due to such error, omission or
inaccuracy as a result of such supply. In particular the numbers and
schedules contained within this document are for discussion purposes only.
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